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more
If the doors of perception were cleansed, everything would
appear to man as it is—infinite.
—William Blake

Did you know you are more than you realize? Inside of
1. are
Thisuntapped
week, tryveins
a conversation
with
someone you know that
you
of surprising
potential.
offers
them space to discover some of their more. Ask quesIt’s
true.
tionsonly
to help
themfriends,
to search
inside, boss,
but bechildren—they
careful not
Not
that,spur
but your
husband,
to violate
theirThey
privacy.
are more
as well.
have unexplored talent, hidden even from
2.
Name
three
things
you’d
like have
to do potential
in your lifetime
that youus,
themselves. It’s not the fact they
that surprises
haven’t
already done.
but it’s
the unexpected
ways it comes out.
3. If you had a jet to fly anywhere in the world, where would
1
you go? What five people would
you take with you?

4. If you could play an instrument for your personal enjoyment, what would it be?
5. What color would you choose to represent your life?

two

yes
I thank you God for this most amazing day, for the leaping
greenly spirits of trees, and for the blue dream of sky and for
everything which is natural, which is infinite, which is yes.
—e. e. cummings

Don’t you love the word yes? It’s so joyful and cooperative,
and1.it’sWhat
suchhas
a door
Just saying
can make us and others
beenopener.
your biggest
yes toyes
date?
smile.
Try it.are
Saythree
it outthings
loud. See.
didn’t you?
has its
2. What
you You
can smiled,
do to improve
yourYes
interior
roots in
happy. And who doesn’t need more of both?
dialogue?
can be
forJesus
the soul,
it canIfaerate
our about
attitudes,
and
3.YesHave
youa skylight
said yes to
as Lord?
not, how
today?
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three

bloom
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o’er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
—William Wordsworth

Hooray! The daffodils are in bloom! They shout,
“Spring!”
1. What do you enjoy about a garden?
I find the buttery petals visually invigorating. I’m influenced,
2. What flowers do you love to receive?
3. Have you ever, like Wordsworth,
“wandered lonely as a
15
cloud”? What cheered you?

four

decorate
With the new day comes new strength and new thoughts.
—Eleanor Roosevelt

I love to decorate and redecorate my house. For
instance, I’m forever changing the landscape of our living room,
1. When
was the
timebanana-crackers.
you had to adjust Les
yourdoesn’t
attitude?
which
can drive
mylast
hubby
under2. What
have
awayand
thatdrag
youpieces
need of
to furniture
drag out and
stand
my need
to you
pull,stored
push, tug,
from
hithershare?
to yon (and back again), but after fifty-one years of living
3. me,
What
youmy
dourges.
to decorate today?
with
he might
tolerates
I tend to do the same with a day. I’m always arranging and
rearranging my schedule, my meals, my clothes, my free time, my
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five

read
By words the mind is winged.
—Aristophanes

I know, I know. Every book I write I’m guilty of waxing
loquacious about reading. I can’t help myself. When something
changes your life, it’s human tendency, and certainly mine, to go
1. Why do you read?
on and on. Because let’s face it, life is bursting at the seams with
2. What authors speak your language?
demands and we need reminders of what can help us bear up and
3. Why are books great gifts?
press on. Or at least that’s the excuse I use to say . . . read, please.
God used books to save my life by giving me counsel through
the printed pages. I had too many ills and issues to be resolved
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six

rest
He makes me lie down in green pastures.
—Psalm 23:2

My dad had the gift of nap. I mean, he had napping down
to a college course. He loved teaching it by demonstration. The
most important possession he owned to implement his gift was his
1. How many hours of sleep do you average a night?
recliner—aka his BFF (best friend forever). His second requirement
2. What are nighttime rituals that help you settle down?
was a newspaper. Not to read. Oh no, it became a tent that he filled
3. Is there a Psalm that comforts you at night?
with his radical snoring, which made it rise and fall more often
than the stock market. It didn’t look comfortable to be sucking the
sports section in and out your nostrils, but hey, different strokes
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seven

wings
Oh, that I had the wings of a dove!
—Psalm 55:6

Did you know that there are zebra doves? No, you can’t
ride1.them;
zebras
that they
sport a
Whenthey
wasare
thedoves
last that
timelook
you like
wished
youincould
fly away?
stripedWhy?
jammies look. Zebras with wings—that makes me giggle.
And2.there
are take
whistling
doves
they Ifgot
withyou
cooing);
Do you
yourself
too(guess
seriously?
so,bored
how can
rise
and get
this,it?
there are eared doves. Who knew?
above
pigeons
are categorized
together
because
3.Doves
Who and
extends
kindness
with mercy
to you?
Havethere
youis
very little
difference
thanked
them?between them, if any. Usually doves are a tad
smaller. These two birds range from the size of a sparrow to the size
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eight

laugh
Laughter is the shortest distance between two people.
—Victor Borge

My husband, Les, has an electric cart he drives to town
because his legs are no longer reliable to hold him steady. His cart is
1. When
is the last
you laughedtype
untilofyou
cried?
a zippy
one because
he’s time
a dart-and-dash
fellow.
So recently,
Dotown
you need
laugh vacation?
If so,
that
when2.our
had aacelebration
with lots
of how
food can
cartsyou
andhelp
booths,
happen?
he jumped
on his cart and scooted through the crowd like a bee
3. When
something’s
funny, who
is the first
personmy
youway
want
headed
for a patch
of sunflowers.
I eventually
ambled
to
to tell? and
Why?
the gathering
visited a few of my favorite shops, and when I
didn’t spot Les, I traipsed back home.
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nine

ponder
Work is not always required. There is such a thing as sacred
idleness.
—George MacDonald

Why do you think God has to lead us to still waters? Why
don’t we willingly toss our sketch pad and Bible in a backpack and
head for a quiet stream? Why does he have to tell us repeatedly to
1. Name a peaceful setting that you’ve been to.
be still, to be quiet, and to rest? You’d think we’d know to do this.
2. Do you have a quiet space in your home?
A friend stopped by today and said, “I can’t stay, but I wanted
3. How do you think quiet helps you?
to hug your neck and then I have to run. Sorry that I haven’t been a
4. Do a study on the words quiet, still, and peace. Record what
better friend, but I’ve been so busy.”
you learn.
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ten

pen
Of all the attitudes we can acquire, surely the attitude of
gratitude is the most important and by far the most lifechanging.
—Zig Ziglar

Did you know a ballpoint pen can write approximately
forty-five thousand words before it runs dry?1 But it needs help to
accomplish
potential.
In hard
this to
techno-world
we live in, the pen
1. Do youitsfind
it easy or
express gratitude?
seems
almost
It’s not
need it, but we need it far
2. How
arepassé.
you aware
of that
Godwe
in never
your hours?
less3.than
wewas
oncethe
did.
Who
last person to send you a handwritten note?
I Did
don’tyou
know
about
but I receive very few handwritten
answer himyou,
or her?
letters anymore. It’s all e-mails, texts, tweets, Facebook posts,
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eleven

art

Art enables us to find ourselves and lose ourselves at the
same time.
—Thomas Merton

I can’t believe it. No, you don’t understand, I really can’t
believe it. I’m painting pictures that are identifiable. Did you
hear
You
can
tellyou
what
they are.
Prior to
the last
1. me?
When
was
theactually
last time
painted
a picture?
What
was few
it
months,
figures
of? my
Didstick
you like
it? had been rushed repeatedly into ICU for
reconstructive
surgery.
physical
they had a
2. Can you think
of aAnd
timeeven
whenafter
someone
gavetherapy
you permission
decided
thatlimp.
became a turning point in your life?
trying art
to be
an artistWhy
sinceorchildhood.
3.I’ve
Dobeen
you believe
is therapy?
why not? I even have
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t welve

snap
For me, the camera is a sketch book, an instrument of
intuition and spontaneity.
—Henri Cartier-Bresson

When I was a kid, I loved to jitterbug. Today, not so
much. My jitter done bugged. What I now love is being a shutter1. What photographs capture your favorite memories?
bug. I have a picture passion. It’s less vigorous than jittering. More
2. Do you have an album from a trip to a faraway place (be it
productive . . . in an artsy way. I like that.
Kansas or Calcutta)?
I’m not a good memory-album kind of gal. My style is more to
3. Any pictures of wild animals? (My scariest is of my girlstuff pictures in a trunk, drawer, and closet, and then take them
friend’s kitten hissing at a stuffed toy in her Michigan living
out every few months and stuff them back in the drawer. No, I’m
room.)
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thirteen

verily

A poem begins as a lump in the throat.
—Robert Frost

I’m excited because in this offering I get to introduce
you to a new friend who is teaching me old truths. Nita Andrews is
my poetry instructor and my sister in Christ. Nita is also an accom1. Have you ever written a poem? When?
plished artist, which will be obvious to you as she paints pictures
2. Who is your favorite poet?
even in her writing. She is a woman with rich veins of truth run3. Recite a poem from childhood.
ning through her, so don’t miss this opportunity to pan her gold.
I’m so pleased Nita agreed to write this piece on finding our voice.
Get out your pen—you’ll want to underline and circle words, lines,
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fourteen

dance

We should consider every day lost on which we have not
danced at least once.
—Friedrich Nietzsche

Dance is woven throughout creation. Weeping
willows’ supple branches waltz atop the river’s bend, daffodils spin
1. What part has dance played in your story?
their yellow petals in summer breezes, waves dip and roll across
2. What’s your favorite dance to watch?
sandy dance floors, while swallows pirouette in flight. The music
3. What in nature dances for you?
is in the wind; the leaves hear it and clap with pleasure. And dance
doesn’t stop with the wind, trees, flowers, waves, and birds.
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fifteen

fragrance
Thanks be to God . . . who uses us to spread the aroma of the
knowledge of him everywhere.
—2 Corinthians 2:14 niv

The use of perfume has been traced back thirty-five
hundred years. (Yes, that was prior to my birth.) Murals found
1. What
fragrances
withoffmemories
forexotic
you? aromatics.
depicted
Egyptian
shipssurge
sailing
to obtain
2. What
your
personal
fragrance?
Smelling
goodishas
been
a longtime
project of humanity and we’ve
What to
fragrance
comforts
been3.willing
pay dearly
to getyou?
it, even if we had to journey to
the far parts of the world. I read about a perfume today that costs
$12,721.89 an ounce. Yes, an ounce. Turns out the bottle is the biggest
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sixteen

brave
It is easy to be brave from a safe distance.
—Aesop

Recently I came across a snapshot, in my picture drawer,
of a stampeding family of elephants. I took the shot while hanging
over 1.
theWhat’s
side ofthe
a hot-air
Whatever
fun!done?
Okay, maybe I wasn’t
bravestballoon.
thing you’ve
hanging,
perhaps
I wasfeel?
peeking, but nonetheless I took the picture.
2. How
did brave
If3.anyone
have told
I would
Africa
and ride in
How dowould
you handle
the me
times
whengo
youtofeel
different?
a hot-air
I would
have
had you checked for rabies. I don’t
4. Doballoon,
you have
a bucket
list?
do heights, and Africa was not on my bucket list because quite honestly it sounded too dangerous. You know lions, hippos, and such.
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seventeen

sorrow
Where you used to be there’s a hole in the world, which I
find myself constantly walking around in the daytime, and
falling in at night.
—Edna St. Vincent Millay

Loss is personal—and common. You can’t survive this
life without experiencing it.
What waswhen
yourI earliest
loss?a tropical fish died in our aquarI1.remember
was twelve

What
lossit’s
ruptured
ium. 2.And
while
hard toyour
bondheart?
deeply with fish (they are hard
3.
How
did
you
grieve
that
loss?
to pet or cuddle), because I was at an age where I was volatile with
fresh hormones, I made quite a scene over that marble-eyed, bloated
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eighteen

bubbles
There is no angry way to say “bubbles.”
—Anonymous

One of the features in my Tennessee home that
immediately drew me in was a footed tub. It was so romantic
1. What are your favorite bath products?
looking with its clawed feet and deep interior. I could imag2. Do you have a Big Ben clock ticking in your head? How
ine myself luxuriating for endless hours in lavender scent with
might you soften its impact?
Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata bubbling throughout the room.
3. When is the last time you gave your body permission to
But quite honestly, mostly, I shower in time to the Big Ben clock
recalibrate?
ticking in my head and the scent of hurry clinging to my towel. I
think showers fit my fast pace, while baths slow me down. So when
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nineteen

evergreen
A nation that destroys its soils destroys itself. Forests are the
lungs of our land, purifying the air and giving fresh strength
to our people.
—Franklin D. Roosevelt

I love evergreens. I even love their name. And since
1. What
is your
moving
to the
Southfavorite
I havetree?
a new second favorite, the magnolia.
2. Would
a tree onmagnolia
your property
It just
happensyou
myconsider
neighborplanting
has a beautiful
tree inthis
her
year?I’m
If so,
what kind?
front yard.
surprised
she hasn’t cited me for invasion of privacy
3.I What
quality of
magnolia
to see
grow
since
keep sticking
myanose
in hertree
tree.would
I can’tyou
helplike
it; I’m
smitten.
Truly. in your life?
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twenty

sparrow
For a lack of attention, a thousand forms of loveliness elude
us every day.
—Evelyn Underhill

Birds rule.
Okay, maybe they don’t rule, but they rock . . . at least they do
1. What is your favorite bird?
in my world. Show me a flock of birds flying in formation and you
2. When was the last time you wanted to fly away?
have my full attention. Call me to a window to witness a bird I’ve
3. What does the song in your heart sound like?
never seen before and you will be on my best friend forever list. Or
let me sit on your porch in the earshot of a sparrow’s song, and I’ll
serve you iced tea by the buckets full.
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twenty-one

be

If there’s no peace in our pace, we’re not in Christ’s race; we
are running one of our own.
—Patsy Clairmont

I confess: I’m a Twitter gal, a Facebook friend, a Pinterest
pal, an Instagram follower, and a disjointed blogger. Yes, I need
1. Are you more of a be person or a do person? Explain.
therapy. And quite honestly, I can’t think of a better therapist than
2. How does the silence make you feel?
our Wonderful Counselor, Jesus. His office is located next to still
3. How has God taken care of you?
waters and quiet resting places.
Uh-oh, Geronimo, this could be a problem. Quiet? Rest?
Those of us who are tied tight, who run hard and do much, tend
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t went y-t wo

cuddle

Such short little lives our pets have to spend with us, and
they spend most of it waiting for us to come home each day.
It is amazing how much love and laughter they bring into
our lives and even how much closer we become with each
other because of them.
—John Grogan

Davidson sent me flowers.
Davidson
is a feline.
1. What pets
have you owned?
A2.big,
yellow,
striped
cat. pet? Why?
What was your favorite

We
bought
lovely
couple who moved across
3. Has
a petour
everhome
savedfrom
youralife?
How?
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t went y-three

verve

The words of scholars are like well-driven nails.
—Ecclesiastes 12:11

If someone told you they could help you get a better
job, a promotion, better grades in school, command more respect,
1. more
How money,
would you
note your
vocabulary
onyour
a scale
of 1 to 5
make
feel more
confident,
improve
communica(5 being
the best)? more, would you be interested?
tion skills,
and comprehend
2.
How often
I would
and I do
am.you use a dictionary?
3.
Dothough
you have
“hiccup”
words?
Even
I’many
coming
to the
end of the work cycle in my life,
I still want to know and to grow. It takes both to benefit (mature).
First to learn (know) and then to apply (grow). And one of the
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tewnty-four

stars

I once had a speedy bicycle that I believed, at night, could
fly me to the heavens and let me touch the glittering hem of
a star.
—Patsy Clairmont

When my boys were young, there was a song we sang
together that encouraged children not to spend all their time
looking
down,
kicking
they the
missstars
important
things
like
1. Why
do you
thinkcans,
Godlest
counted
and named
them?
rainbows
anddid
shooting
passing
by. Since my
favorite child2. When
you go stars
through
a kick-the-can
season?
hood
“Somewhere
the Rainbow,”
and I am an avid fan
3. song
Howisdo
you combatOver
the enemy’s
propaganda?
of star-flung night skies, looking up holds great appeal.
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twenty-five

edit

He who has knowledge spares his words.
—Proverbs 17:27

When Luci Swindoll told me one of her favorite
inventions was the alphabet, I knew we would always be friends.
1. Do
you have
manyfide
words?
Or toocollector.
few?
I love
words.
I’m too
a bona
verbiage
I love small
2. Where
is your
guarded words
space for
words
like gnu,
descriptive
likequiet?
dollop, and filler words
Who are your
What is their style of truth telling?
like 3.thingamajigs
andexamples?
whatchamacallits.
There’s something magical about lining up letters and finding the very thing you want to say. So imagine the jolt I got when
a couple of my friends showed up at a conference sporting “On
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twenty-six

story

Fill your paper with the breathings of your heart.
—William Wordsworth

Ever think you’d like to write your story? Me too. But I
didn’t imagine it would happen. Dreams can come true . . . but it
may1.beIfayou
circuitous
route.
Onewhat
full would
of windows,
wind
wrote your
story,
you title
it? shears, and
wonder.
2. If your story was a movie, who would you like to play the
I encourage
you to write, because no one knows your journey
part of you?
better
Besides,
would
you want your
to write
3. than
Whenyou.
did you
last read
a biography?
Who relatives
was it about?
about
fromfavorite
their view?
I rest my case. You are the only one
4. your
Wholife
is your
author?
who5.knows
youlike
feltabout
and why
did some
Whathow
do you
thatyou
author’s
work?of the things you
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